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HSK 2 Storybook Vol. 1 consists of 10 short stories written in Simplified Chinese and Pinyin
with free audio files. The purpose of this book is to provide readers with reading materials to
practice their reading skills as well as an introduction to more extended sentence structure and
longer articles. The stories are based on everyday life and experience.HSK 2 Storybook Vol. 1
covers all the vocabularies and Grammar Points in HSK 2. If you finish the book, you would
have practised your reading skill on all the vocabularies and Grammar Points in HSK 2. This
book focuses on HSK 2 vocabularies. If you need to practise HSK 1 vocabularies, please
consider reading HSK 1 Storybook.I have tried to restrict the vocabularies used in this book to
HSK 2 as far as possible. Where it is not possible, I have introduced limited new words in the
story. If you have learned all the HSK 2 Vocabulary and completed the Standard Course Book
for HSK 2 by Jiang Liping, you would be able to read about 85% of this book without learning
new words.Text to speech for this book has been enabled. You may also download the free
audio files with the link and password provided on the last page.I consider the HSK 2
Vocabulary together with the new words introduced in Standard Course Book as Extended
HSK 2 Vocabulary and I will refer to it as such from now on.The structure of this book is as
follows:•Statistics – this will provide the reader with an analysis of the words used in the story
and the level of difficulty. It will set out new words along with Pinyin and explanation. The new
words set out here are not cumulative. New words are set out here as long as the words used
are not in the Extended HSK 2 Vocabulary.•Story – this section is the story in Simplified
Chinese without Pinyin and the English translation. To test level of reading skills, you should
attempt to read this section first before going to the next.•Pinyin and Translation – this will be
the section for Pinyin and English translation.•Appendix – for the benefit of those who need
assistance on the HSK 2 and HSK 2 Standard Course vocabularies, I have included them in
this section for your reference.The stories in this book are individual stories. A reader may
choose to read this book in any particular order. To help you decide which story to read first,
you may take a look at the statistics before you begin. The difficulty level for each story varies.

"An excellent book that should appeal to modelers and aviation enthusiasts alike, packed with
a wealth of useful information."Aeroscale --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable
edition of this title.About the AuthorChristopher Shores served in the ATC and RAF during the
1950s and produced his first book in 1966. Since then he has produced an average of one
book per year on aviation subjects, plus many articles, aircraft monographs, and similar works.
By profession a chartered surveyor, Christopher Shores worked in the commercial property
market for more than 40 years. Retired in mid 2000, he continues to be a consultant, but is now
able to devote much more of his time and energy to aviation research and writing. He lives in
Dorset, England. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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reproduced in any form, stored in any retrieval system, or transmitted in any form by any means
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of the publisher, except as provided by applicable law.Any references to historical events, real
people, or real places are used fictitiously. Other names, characters, places and events are
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VocabularyAudio Files DownloadIntroductionHSK 2 Storybook Vol. 1 consists of 10 short
stories written in Simplified Chinese and Pinyin with free audio files. The purpose of this book
is to provide readers with reading materials to practice their reading skills as well as an
introduction to more extended sentence structure and longer articles.HSK 2 Storybook Vol. 1
has all the vocabularies in HSK 2. If you finish the book, you would have practised your reading
skill on all the vocabularies in HSK 2. This book focuses on HSK 2 vocabularies. If you need to
practise HSK 1 vocabularies, please consider reading HSK 1 Storybook.I have tried to restrict
the vocabularies used in this book to HSK 2 as far as possible. Where it is not possible, I have
introduced limited new words in the story. If you have learned all the HSK 2 Vocabulary and
completed the Standard Course Book for HSK 2 by Jiang Liping, you would be able to read
about 85% of this book without learning new words.I consider the HSK 2 Vocabulary together
with the new words introduced in Standard Course Book as Extended HSK 2 Vocabulary and I
will refer to it as such from now on.The structure of this book is as follows:Statistics – this will
provide the reader with an analysis of the words used in the story and the level of difficulty. It
will set out new words along with Pinyin and explanation. The new words set out here are not
cumulative. New words are set out here as long as the words used are not in the Extended
HSK 2 Vocabulary.Story – this section is the story in Simplified Chinese without Pinyin and the
English translation. To test level of reading skills, you should attempt to read this section first
before going to the next.Pinyin and Translation – this will be the section for Pinyin and English
translation.Appendix – for the benefit of those who need assistance on the HSK 2 and HSK 2
Standard Course vocabularies, I have included them in this section for your reference.The
stories in this book are individual stories. A reader may choose to read this book in any
particular order. To help you decide which story to read first, you may take a look at the
statistics before you begin. The difficulty level for each story varies.Text to speech for this book
has been enabled. You may also download the free audio files with the link and password
provided on the last page.Presumably, you would have read the HSK 1 Storybook before



embarking on this book. If you have enjoyed reading all the books, please leave a review or
comment to let us know what do you think.Happy reading!B.Y LeongHSK Storybook Series:-
HSK 1 StorybookHSK 1 Storybook Vol. 2HSK 1 Storybook Vol. 3HSK 2 Storybook Vol. 1HSK 2
Storybook Vol. 2HSK 2 Storybook Vol. 3HSK 3 Storybook Vol. 1HSK 3 Storybook Vol. 2HSK 3
Storybook Vol. 3HSK 4 Storybook Vol. 1HSK 4 Storybook Vol. 2HSK 4 Storybook Vol. 3and
other titles coming soon.Go to to download sample chapters and free audio files.Statistics for
Story [1]560 Total Word Count141 Number of Unique Words64 ( 42.67 %) of the 150 HSK 2
words are used in this Story98.04 % of the Story comprise of the Extended HSK 1&2 words8
New WordsNew WordsPinyinExplanationSêzh��öæÇ•, merely, justY‚gœrú gu�$–`, in case, in the event thatx—
w�æä&ðwlbMcáiOnly, justRžlÕbànf�äÖWF†öBÀ way, meansSÈyòuAlsoOM[PwèiziSeatNåRMy���ž�ä&V`ore
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y�·¡Îo q��6‡^�æp jiù ch�·�• zh�æð miàngu�æà erle. Y�¶çpèi t��ÖVà bù zh�¶N�ð n�à li y�'P miàngu�æà er, t��ÖVà
lùguò de rénle.Once, a brother and his sister wanted to have noodles. When they got up in the
morning, they went out to look for a noodle house. Since they don't know where is the noodle
house, they asked a passer-by.TåTåÿ�QHu�ÿ�‹÷•îg�•Ñv„—b™†Q?W(TêQ?ÿ�G�6q�: Xi��ç6•�ng, q��æwpèn zuìjìn
Brother: Sir, where is the nearest noodle house?u7Nºÿ�NÎ•ÙQ?_€]æ•¹•pN”R�”Ÿ\1g	N�N*—b™†Q?0�Nánrén:
jiù y�'P y�¶~€ miàngu�æà er.Man: You will see a noodle house if you turn to the left and walk for five
minutes.TåTåÿ�Œ"Œ"0�G�6q�: Xièxiè.Elder Brother: Thank you.u7Nºÿ�O`Nìf/Nf/`óT�—bgaÿ�Nánrén: N��ÖVà
Do you want to have noodles?Y¹Y¹ÿ�f/UJÿ�b�Nì‰•T�g�Y}T�v„—bga0�Mèimei: Shì a! W�&ÖVà yào ch�° zuì hào
Sister: Yes! We want to eat the best noodles.u7Nºÿ�Y‚gœO`Nì`óT�Y}T�v„—bgaO`Nì\1‰••p•ÜN�p¹Q?0�Nánrén:
n��ÖVà jiù yào z�'P yu�æà y�¶F‘În er.Man: If you want to eat delicious noodles, you have to go a little
further.TåTåÿ�Y¹Y¹ÿ�O``�NHw�ÿ�O`‰••p•Üp¹Q?T�ÿ�G�6q�: Mèimei, n�� z�¶æÖP kàn? N�� yào z�'P yu�æà di�æà
do you think? Do you want to go that far?Y¹Y¹ÿ�TåTåÿ�l¡•î˜˜ÿ�Y‚gœg	Y}T�v„—bgaÿ�•pY�•Üb�•ýSïNå0�b�NìN_g	eö•ô0�Mèimei:
z�'P du�Ð yu�æà w� d�° k�·‘Ð. W�&ÖVà y�·‘Òu shíji��âå•ounger Sister: Elder brother, no problem, if there
delicious noodles, I can go as far as necessary. We have the time.u7Nºÿ�Y}T'0�O`Nì_€Só•¹•pSAN”R�”Ÿ\1O�w�‰Ápk•fzÙ0�•£N*—b™†Q?\1W(pk•fzÙv„eÁ•¹0�Nánrén:
yòubi��à z�'P shíw�@ f�6ç¦•Mng jiù huì kànjiàn hu�&6•� zhàn. Nàgè miàngu�æà er jiù zài hu�&6•� zhàn
pángbi��âäÖ�ã  Ok. You will see the train station after walking to the right for fifteen minutes. The
noodle house is right next to the train station.TåTåÿ�•£N*—b™†Q?y»•ÙQ?g	Y�•Üÿ�G�6q�: Nàgè miàngu�æà
Brother: How far is that noodle house from here?u7Nºÿ�N�SCY�|s0�Nánrén: Y�·�‘�n du�Ð m��äÖ�ã  More
thousand meters.Y¹Y¹ÿ�•£‘Ìg	•Š€‰—bT�ÿ�Mèimei: Nà li y�'P yángròu miàn ma?Younger Sister: Are there lamb
over there?u7Nºÿ�NÖNìg�QúT\1f/•Š€‰—b0�
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Daniel Crocker, “Great intro HSK 2. I'm learning Chinese, so can't comment on whether the
material is grammatically correct or how native it sounds. What I can say is that I enjoy the
multiple options of how to read the many stories. I enjoy how she introduced new words slowly
and repeats them via various dialogues sometimes first person sometimes third person. I feel
that it's cementing the new vocabulary much faster than flashcards (for me).I like reading much
more than doing flashcards because it's like a game with many aspects, and the reward
creates a cycle that motivates me to read more.Looking forward to HSK 3-6 in the near future,
thank you for the great resource!”

Mates70, “Great for reading skills. Great for practicing the characters. It really helped me to
improve my reading skills as I already attained the HSK 2 vocabulary. It feels great being able
to actually read Chinese!”

rena, “The setting of hanyupinyin and characters is well done plus translation.less time wasted.
Learning to read chinese in a structured way by myself”

Leah, “You NEED this!. The best word to describe this book up is “amazing.” I’ve been studying
chinese for a few years now and have struggled finding the right material to help me practice
what I’ve learned. There is only so much you can learn by reading the same dialogue over and
over again from the textbooks you learn from in class.I was a little skeptical about spending
sixteen dollars on this book, but let me say that it’s worth every penny.The author has managed
to create interesting little essays that don’t use too many unknown characters. Along with the
complete essay that is written in the simplified characters, it also includes a section that breaks
down each sentence into pinyin and an English translation.After I feel that i have mastered all
of the new vocab from this book (which is not overwhelming at all) I will definitely be
purchasing more HSK books. I promise that as a Chinese learner, you will not regret this!”

Ferranxu, “Buen libro para repasar todo el curso HSK2. Me ha gustado muchisimo el libro, son
10 historias sencillas dado al nivel que estoy pero entretenidas, todas las historias están en
Hanzi (simbolo chino) y luego te lo traducen al pinyin e ingles juntos.A parte de tener
vocabulario del curso HSK2, tambien tiene algun que otro mas avanzado del HSK3 o incluso
4, pero no abundan, de esta manera introducirte poco a poco a niveles mas avanzados.Por
otro lado los audios flojean, porque el que habla parece un robot hablando y no una persona,
pero aun asi entendible...”

Salvador Junior, “Good. Good”

ander, “Muy útil para los perfiles iniciales de chino. Muy recomendable para practicar
conversaciones del nivel hsk2”



Franco L., “miglior testo per HSK2. è il testo di riferimento per l'hsk2, quello giusto da prendere”

The book by B Y Leong has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 50 people have provided feedback.
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